Study visits to ASEM
Diplomatic Missions
List of ASEM Diplomatic Missions visited in Madrid, Spain

1. Embassy of the Republic of Bulgaria
2. Embassy of the Republic of Croatia
3. Embassy of the Republic of Cyprus
4. Embassy of Denmark
5. Embassy of Estonia
6. Embassy of Finland
7. Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany
8. Embassy of Ireland
9. Embassy of the Netherlands
10. Embassy of New Zealand
11. Royal Norwegian Embassy
12. Embassy of Pakistan
13. Embassy of the Republic of Poland
14. Embassy of Romania
15. Embassy of the Russian Federation
16. Embassy of Sweden
17. Embassy of Switzerland
18. Royal Thai Embassy
Embassy of the Republic of Bulgaria

Group photo of HE Ambassador Ivan KONDOV with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Embassy of the Republic of Croatia

Group photo of HE Ambassador Nives MALENICA with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe
Embassy of the Republic of Cyprus

Group photo of HE Ambassador Koula SOPHIANOU with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Embassy of Denmark

Group photo of HE Ambassador Jens KISLING with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe
Embassy of Estonia

Group photo of HE Ambassador Mariin RATNIK with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Embassy of Finland

Group photo of 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe at the Embassy of Finland
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany

Group photo of HE Ambassador Wolfgang DOLD with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Embassy of Ireland

Group photo of HE Ambassador Síle MAGUIRE with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe
Embassy of the Netherlands

Group photo of HE Ambassador Jan Theophile VERSTEEG with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Embassy of New Zealand

Group photo of Deputy Head of Mission Ms Daniela RIGOLI with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe
Royal Norwegian Embassy

Group photo of Minister Counsellor Ms Torunn VISTE with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Embassy of Pakistan

Group photo of HE Ambassador Khayyam AKBAR with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe
Embassy of the Republic of Poland

Group photo of HE Ambassador Marzenna ADAMCZYK with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Embassy of Romania

Group photo of First Secretary Ms Luiza PUFU and 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe
Embassy of Sweden

Group photo of HE Ambassador Teppo TAURIAINEN with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe

Royal Thai Embassy

Group photo of Charge D'Affairs Ms Natenapa KONGSRI with 9th Model ASEM student participants from Asia and Europe
Visual Concept
The Model ASEM design focuses on tangible elements and tools used in the world of international relations and diplomacy. Simple but powerful, each visual represents the foundations of ASEM: diversity of cultures, consensus building, exchange of perspectives, participation in dialogue and negotiation, and opportunities for better mutual understanding and knowledge.